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Suppose a two-dimensional dynamical system has a stable attractor that is surrounded by an u
limit cycle. If the system is additively perturbed by white noise, the rate of escape through the
cycle will fall off exponentially as the noise strength tends to zero. By analyzing the assoc
Fokker–Planck equation we show that in general the weak-noise escape rate is non-Arrhen
includes a factor that is periodic in the logarithm of the noise strength. The presence of this s
oscillating factor is due to the nonequilibrium potential of the system being nondifferentiable a
limit cycle. We point out the implications for the weak-noise limit of stochastic resonance mod
[S0031-9007(96)01854-6]
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A particularly interesting phenomenon is the occu
rence of noise-induced transitions between attractors
a dynamical system. Such transitions occur in che
cal physics, where the transition is a motion acros
transition-state surface from a reactant region to a pr
uct region. They also occur in statistical physics, and
other fields where stochastic modeling plays a role [1,2

If the noise is white, or has a short correlation time a
may be approximated as white, then the probability d
sity of the system will satisfy a Fokker-Planck equati
(FPE). This equation governs the way in which nois
induced transitions occur. At least in finite-dimension
systems, the rate at which any such transition takes p
should fall off exponentially ase, the noise strength, tend
to zero. (In thermal applicationse would be proportional
to kT .) In fact, each transition should be characterized
an activation energyDW , with the transition rate falling
off to leading order ase2DWye . Computing the preexpo
nential factor requires a careful analysis of the FPE [2–

Most work has focused on the case when the compe
attractors of the dynamical system are separated b
separatrix (i.e., a “ridge”) containing a saddle poi
However, models where the separatrix is instead
unstable limit cycle arise in the context of chemic
reactions constrained to occur far from equilibrium [6
Also, transitions across an unstable limit cycle separa
steady states of periodic vibration occur in models
stochastic resonance in bistable continuous systems [
A full analysis of noise-driven escape through an unsta
limit cycle accordingly seems called for.

Previous work on noise-driven transitions in mode
with an unstable limit cycle is found in Refs. [2,9
13]. Graham and Tél [9,10], and Day [11–13], ha
noted that the nonequilibrium potentialW , as a function
on the state space of the system being modeled,
be nondifferentiable (“wild”) near the limit cycle i
the system fails to satisfy a form of detailed balan
Naeh et al. [2] began an analysis of the Fokker-Plan
equations associated with such models, by a met
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of matched asymptotic expansions, but their analy
assumed thatW was differentiable at the limit cycle.

In this Letter we begin an asymptotic analysis
the rate of escape through an unstable limit cycle t
incorporates the insights of Graham and Tél, and of D
and obtain a striking result. We show that generica
in two-dimensional models with an unstable limit cyc
enclosing an attractor, the rate of escapeR is given by a
non-Arrhenius formula of the form

R , const3 ebGsj ln ejde2DWye (1)

in the weak-noise (e ! 0) limit. Here b is model de-
pendent, and the factorGsj ln ejd is a model-dependen
periodic function ofj ln ej. The presence of suchslowly
oscillating factorsin the expressions for noise-depende
transition rates has not previously been suspected
indicates that even in bistable dynamical systems w
effective dimensionality as low as two, relaxation ph
nomena may be more complicated than is commonly
lieved. Our analysis applies whenever the system is tr
two dimensional, i.e., is nonseparable.

Models.—We consider models with dynamics that a
those of a Brownian particle moving in a drift field, i.e.,

Ùxi  uisxd 1 e1y2
2X

a1

si
asxdhastd. (2)

Herex  sx1, x2d is a pair of state variables, and the dr
field u  su1, u2d specifies the dynamics in the absen
of noise. sh1, h2d is a pair of white noise processe
satisfying khassdhbstdl  dabdss 2 td. s  ssi

ad is
a so-called noise matrix that is allowed to be st
dependent (a “zweibein” field). The probability dens
r  rsx, td of such a system satisfies the FPE

Ùr  2L p
e r ; sey2d≠i≠jfDijsxdrg 2 ≠ifuisxdrg, (3)

where the diffusion tensorD  sDijd ; ss t. The op-
eratorL p

e is the (forward) Fokker-Planck operator. W
consider here the case when there is a point attractorS in
the sx1, x2d plane, with domain of attractionV, and the
boundary≠V is an unstable limit cycle.
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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This framework is sufficiently general that it ca
accommodate two-dimensional models with overdam
dynamics, or one-dimensional models with underdam
dynamics. In the latter case one of the state variablesx1,
say) would be a position, and the other a velocity. O
simulations below are of a model of this sort, namely,

Ùx  y , (4)

Ùy  2x 1 sy2 2 1dy 1 e1y2h2std. (5)

This is a time-reversed van der Pol oscillator, the asym
totic analysis of which was begun by Day [13]. He
sx1, x2d  sx, yd, S  s0, 0d, and D  diag s0, 1d is de-
generate. The unstable limit cycle is shown in Fig. 1.

Analysis.—To estimate the rate of escape through≠V,
we use the Kramers flux-over-the-barrier technique [1
Suppose that escaping Brownian particles are reinjecte
the attractorS, and a steady state has been reached.
probability density in this state, which we denoter0, will
satisfy L p

e r0  0. When the noise strengthe is small,
r0 will be tightly peaked nearS. r0sxd, at pointsx on
the limit cycle≠V and outside it, will be suppressed by
factor ,e2DWye relative tor0sSd. Since the FPE has th
form of a continuity equation, with current densityJifrg
equalling rui 2 sey2d≠jfDijrg, the escape rateR may
be computed as the flux of probability through≠V, i.e.,

R ,
Z

≠V
Jfr0g ? n d,

, Z
V

r0 d2x . (6)

Heren denotes the outward normal on≠V.
To derive the oscillating formula of Eq. (1) from

Eq. (6), we introduce a WKB approximation to th
steady-state densityr0 in the weak-noise limit [2–5], i.e.

r0sxd , Ksxd expf2W sxdyeg. (7)

Here W sxd is an “activation energy” controlling noise
induced fluctuations from the attractor to the vicinity ofx.
Though (7) resembles a Maxwell-Boltzmann distributio
W is a nonequilibriumpotential, since the steady state
not necessarily an equilibrium state, in that it does
necessarily satisfy detailed balance. We setW sSd  0,

FIG. 1. The unstable limit cycle≠V of the van der Pol model
and the MPEP, which emerges from the attractors0, 0d and
spirals into it. The trajectories exiting fromV are optimal
trajectories that are small perturbations of the MPEP.
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so thatDW , the falloff rate of the escape rate, is the valu
of W attained on the unstable limit cycle.

Substituting (7) intoL p
e r0  0 and separating out the

O se21d terms yields the eikonal equation

Hsxi , ≠Wy≠xid  0 , (8)

where

Hsxi , pid ; 1
2 Dijsxdpipj 1 uisxdpi (9)

is a so-called Wentzell-Freidlin Hamiltonian [15]. Equa
tion (8) has the form of a Hamilton-Jacobi equation, wi
W a classical action at zero energy. To computeW sxd
one may simply use Hamilton’s equations of motion
generate the zero-energy classical trajectory fromS to x.
The quantityWsxd will necessarily equal

R
p ? dx, the

line integral being taken fromS to x along the trajectory.
We stress thatp  =W here is not a physical momen
tum: it is a mathematical artifact. Hamilton’s equatio
Ùxi  Dijpj 1 ui reveals thatp measures the extent to
which the classical trajectories move against the driftu.
Deterministic (no-noise) trajectories havep ; 0.

By separating out theO se0d terms inL p
e r0  0 one

can show that the prefactorKsxd satisfies [2,5]
ÙK  2s= ? u 1 DijW,ijy2dK , (10)

the time derivative being a derivative with respect to tra
sit time along the zero-energy classical trajectory. He
W,ij ; ≠Wy≠xi≠xj . By differentiating the Hamilton-
Jacobi equation one can show that the matrixsW,ijd satis-
fies a Riccati equation along the trajectory,

ÙW,ij  2 DklW,kiW,lj 2 uk ,i W,kj

2 uk ,j W,ki 2 ul ,ij pl . (11)

This facilitates the computation ofK.
The zero-energy classical trajectories emanating fr

the attractor, sometimes calledoptimal trajectories,
have a direct physical interpretation: they are the m
probable fluctuational trajectories. If a noise-induc
fluctuation fromS to x occurs, in the limit of weak noise it
should occur with increasing likelihood along an optim
trajectory terminating atx. Such trajectories have bee
seen experimentally [16]. In the weak-noise limit th
most probable escape path (MPEP) will be the least-ac
optimal trajectory extending fromS to the limit cycle≠V.
Normally this trajectory will spiral into≠V, rather than
crossing≠V in finite time, for the following reason. If the
MPEP crossed the limit cycle, the crossing point wou
be a “hot spot” through which escape would preferentia
occur. The tangential derivative≠tW (i.e., the tangential
momentumpt) would necessarily be zero there. Bu
the normal drift velocityun equals zero on≠V. So the
second term in Eq. (9) would vanish at the hot spot.
D is nondegenerate, Eqs. (8) and (9) imply thatp  0
there, i.e.,Ùx  u. That is, the ostensible MPEP woul
be a deterministic trajectory, which is impossible. Th
MPEP normally spirals into the unstable limit cycle eve
whenD is degenerate, as shown in Fig. 1.
4861
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Multivaluedness.—Dykman, Millonas, and Smelyan
skiy [17] and the present authors [4] have stressed
W and K may be multivalued functions of the syste
statex, since any given pointx may be the end point o
more than one optimal trajectory. This normally happe
in models with an unstable limit cycle, as Fig. 1 show
Optimal trajectories that are perturbations of the MP
do not spiral into the limit cycle. Rather, they approa
it, and wind around the regionV a number of times, all
the while deviating farther from the MPEP. They eve
tually exit from V (if the perturbation is in the outward
direction) or move back toward the attractor (if the pert
bation is inward). As a consequence, any pointx near the
unstable limit cycle is the end point of any of aninfinite,
discrete set of optimal trajectories, which differ from ea
other in their winding numberl. W and K are infinite
valued,and the WKB approximation (7) generalizes to

r0sxd ,
X

l

K sldsxd exps2W sldsxdyed. (12)

In thee ! 0 limit, this sum is dominated by the term wit
minimum W sldsxd. That is, fluctuations to any pointx in
V, in the limit of weak noise, proceed preferentially alo
the physicaloptimal trajectory from the attractor tox: the
least-action one. Subdominant trajectories contribute
larger noise strengths, however.

We shall use (12) to compute the flux of Brownia
particles over the barrier≠V. We first approximateW sld

and K sld near ≠V by extending the results of Nae
et al. [2]. As a first attempt, suppose thatW is single
valued and (to leading order) quadratic near≠V, so that
it can be approximated asDW 1 W,nnn2y2. Here n is
the distance in from≠V, in the normal direction, and th
second normal derivativeW,nn  ≠pny≠n , 0 depends
on the position along≠V. The matrix equation (11) yields

ÙW,nn  2DnnsW,nnd2 2 2un
,nW,nn , (13)

a Riccati equation along≠V. The final term in (11) has
dropped out, asp  =W is zero on≠V if W behaves
quadratically there.W,nn as a function of position along
≠V may be computed from (13) by integration [2].

A problem with this approach was pointed out b
Graham and Tél [9,10]. Assuming thatW is single

FIG. 2. A Poincaré section. This sketch shows the po
sn, pnd generated by the optimal trajectories passing by so
specified point on≠V. The dots are generated by the MPE
spiralling into≠V. Cf. Figs. 1–3 of Graham and Tél [10].
4862
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valued near the unstable limit cycle is much the same
assuming that optimal trajectories that are perturbations
the MPEP, as well as the MPEP itself, spiral into the lim
cycle. What actually happens near≠V is revealed by a
Poincaré section. Suppose we choose some point on≠V,
and plot the pairsn, pnd, i.e., normal displacement an
normal momentum, for each optimal trajectory that pas
nearby. If W were quadratic inn, i.e., pn  ≠Wy≠n
were linear inn, the pointssn, pnd would lie on a line
with slope W,nn passing throughs0, 0d. What happens
instead is shown in Fig. 2. The MPEP generates poi
that tend tos0, 0d geometrically, and lie along the dashe
line pn  W,nnn. But perturbations of it generate point
that lie along the horizontal solid lines.

Figure 2 can be interpreted in terms of a “return ma
that updatessn, pnd whenever an optimal trajectory wind
once aroundV. This map will haves0, 0d as the fixed
point. For the MPEP to spiral into≠V and yield points
along the ideal line, the linearized return map ats0, 0d
must haves1, W,nnd as an eigenvector, with eigenvalu
less than 1. And since deterministic (p ; 0) trajectories
that “peel off” from ≠V do so geometrically,s1, 0d must
also be an eigenvector, with eigenvalue greater than 1.
Liouville’s theorem these eigenvalues must be reciproca
so we denote themc21 and c. With each turn, the
MPEP decreases its distance from≠V by a factorc, and
deterministic trajectories that diverge from≠V increase
their distance from it by a factorc.

Figure 2 can now be explained. Suppose the MP
intersects thesn, pnd plane atas1, W,nnd. Optimal tra-
jectories that are small perturbations of the MPEP w
intersect it atas1, W,nnd 1 ly, wherel is the perturba-
tion strength andy is model dependent. We writey 
ass1, W,nnd 1 aus1, 0d, whereas, au fi 0 in general. By
iterating the return map, we see that after windingl more
times, the trajectories intersect thesn, pnd plane at

ac2ls1, W,nnd 1 laucls1, 0d. (14)

The as term has been dropped here, since it becom
negligible with respect to theau term asl ! `. It is
the second term in (14) that gives rise to the horizon
solid lines of Fig. 2, asl is varied away from zero.

On the MPEP, the nonequilibrium potentialW behaves
quadratically near≠V. In particular, atn  ac2l , W ø
DW 1 W,nnsac2ld2y2. It follows that the lth value
W sldsnd of the infinite-valued functionWsnd, which arises
from trajectories that windl times around≠V, is

W sldsnd ø W sac2ld 1 s≠Wy≠nd sn 2 ac2ld

 DW 1 W,nnsac2ld2y2 1 ac2lW,nnsn 2 ac2ld

 DW 1 W,nnsac2ln 2 a2c22ly2d. (15)

EachW sld, as a function of the normal distancen, is to
leading order linear, not quadratic. This has been notic
by Graham and Tél [9,10], who also noted that if one plo
the physical (i.e., minimum) value ofWsnd, one obtains
a piecewise linear approximation to the ideal parab
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DW 1 W,nnn2y2. The physicalW is nondifferentiable at
a sequence of points converging ton  0.

Oscillatory asymptotics.—To apply the Kramers
method, we need the prefactorsK sld, as well asW sld. At
any x, K sld is computed by integrating Eq. (10) alon
an optimal trajectory that windsl times aroundV, and
terminates atx. We must distinguish here betwee
the “ideal” W,nn, which is a mathematical abstractio
[the periodic solution of the Riccati equation (13)], an
the actual second derivatives≠2W sldy≠xi≠xj . It is the
latter that appear in (10). In both (15) and Fig. 2, whi
were computed on the basis of the linearized return m
≠2W sldy≠n2 ; 0, and hence≠2W sldy≠xi≠xj ; 0, for ev-
ery l. Keeping higher-order terms would keep the seco
derivatives ≠2W sldy≠xi≠xj from being identically zero,
but they would still fall to zero as≠V is approached.

It follows that when computingK near ≠V, we
may replace (10) by ÙK ø 2s= ? udK . In the limit
of large winding numberl, which involves integration
along a trajectory that spirals ever closer to≠V, this
yields K sl11dyK sld , expf2

H
s= ? ud dtg, the integral be-

ing taken once around≠V. By examination, this limiting
quotient equalsc21. We shall writeK sld ø Ac2l, where
A is a function of position along≠V. This n-independent
approximation is increasingly accurate asn ! 0.

Substituting the approximations forK sld and W sld into
(12) yields an approximation to the steady-state proba
ity density near the unstable limit cycle, i.e.,

r0snd , Ae2DWye
X

l

c2l

3 exph2W,nnfac2ln 2 a2c22ly2gyej.

(Recall thatW,nn , 0.) It follows that Jfr0g ? n, the
normal component of the probability flux density atn  0
(i.e., through≠V), is to leading order

const 3 e2DWye
X

l

c22l exps2a2
Ä
W,nn

Ä
c22ly2ed.

The sum over winding numberl may be approximated
by a discrete analog of Laplace’s method. Ase ! 0, the
dominant terms in the sum havel ø jln ejy2 ln c. Let lp

be the greatest integer less than or equal tojln ejy2 ln c,
and leth ; jln ejy2 ln c 2 lp. Changing the summation
variable tok  l 2 lp allows one to approximateJfr0g ?

n in thee ! 0 limit, up to a constant factor, by

eqe2DWye
X̀

k2`

c22sk2hd exps2a2
Ä
W,nn

Ä
c22sk2hdy2d.

Here q ; s1 1 2 ln cdy2, and the summation is periodi
in h with period unity. Equivalently, the summation i
periodic injln ej with period2 ln c. Substituting this flux
density into (6), which involves an integral over≠V,
yields R , const 3 ebe2DWyeGsj ln ejd, where the ex-
ponentb ; q 2 1, and the functionGs≤d must have pe-
riod 2 ln c. This is our oscillatory rate formula. Interes
ingly, b varies continuously as the model is changed.
d

h
p,

d

il-

The slowly oscillating factorGsj ln ejd is related to
a phenomenon discussed elsewhere [3]. If the no
strength e is small, escape across a quadratic bar
follows the formally most probable escape path (t
MPEP) only until it gets within anO se1y2d distance of
the barrier. Thereafter escape occurs diffusively, rat
than ballistically. Since the MPEP spirals geometrica
into the barrier≠V, the point at which it gets within
an O se1y2d distance will cycle aroundV as e ! 0,
periodically in jln ej. (Cf. Day [12,13].) In fact, the
period will be 2 ln c. If the effective diffusivity varies
with position along≠V, one would expect the escape ra
R to be periodically modulated. That is what we ha
shown to occur.

We expect the phenomenon of slow oscillations
relevant to stochastic resonance in multistable continu
systems. Hu Ganget al. [18] have recently considere
such systems, with the addition of time-periodic forci
and external noise. Steady states are then peri
attractors, separated by unstable limit cycles. In the we
noise limit, the rate of noise-induced transitions sho
therefore include an oscillatory factor.
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